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Lecture 4 
Outline

Ionic, covalent and metallic bonding

4.4 Electronegativity

Chemical Bonding

4.3 Bonding in chemical substances 

4.1 Law of conversation of mass  

4.2 Law of definite composition 
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Law of Conservation of Mass:

The total mass of substances does not change during a chemical 

reaction.

reactant 1     +       reactant 2 product

total mass total mass=

calcium oxide     +       carbon dioxide calcium carbonate

CaO +                 CO2 CaCO3

56.08g        +           44.00g 100.08g

Law of Definite (or Constant) 
Composition: 

No matter what its source, a particular chemical 

compound is composed of the same elements in 

the same parts (fractions) by mass.

CaCO 3
40.08 amu

12.00 amu

3 x 16.00 amu

1 atom of Ca

1 atom of C

3 atoms of O

100.08 amu

40.08 amu

100.08 amu
= 0.401 parts Ca

12.00 amu

100.08 amu
= 0.120 parts C

48.00 amu

100.08 amu
= 0.480 parts O

Biominerals
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Bonding in chemical substances

Compounds:                       Inter-atomic interactions lead to aggregation

Clearly defined assemblies

“Infinite” assemblies of atoms e.g. metals, extended ionic or 

covalent compounds

molecules

Chemical Formula:

Element symbols of the atoms involved in the compound

Composition given by the indices (bottom right of the element symbol)

A)

B)

H2:  Molecule of two atoms of hydrogen

Molecule of the element hydrogen

S8:  Molecule of eight sulphur atoms

Molecule of the element sulphur

HCl: Molecule built from one atom of hydrogen and one atom of chlorine 

Molecule of the compound hydrogenchloride

H2O: Molecule built from two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen

H2O: Molecule of the compound water

Bonding in chemical substances
Molecules
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A molecular formula shows the exact number of atoms of each 

element in the smallest unit of a substance.

An empirical formula shows the simplest whole-number ratio of 

the atoms in a substance.

H2OH2O

molecular empirical

N2H4 NH2

Molecular formula in inorganic chemistry: 

No information how the atoms are 

connected (constitution)

No information about the 3D 

arrangement (structure) 

Bonding in chemical substances

1) Inter-atomic electrostatic interactions

2) Formation of stable compounds if the attractive forces between 

positive protons and negative electrons over-compensate

the proton-proton and electron-electron repulsion.

Chemical Bonds - Forces that hold the atoms together in the 

compound:

Bonding in chemical substances

Ionic Compounds Electrons are transferred from one

atom to another to form ionic compounds.

.
Covalent Compounds Electrons are shared between atoms of 

different elements to form covalent 

compounds
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Important Rule: Octet rule (Lewis, 1916)

Compounds of building units with noble gas configuration are 

especially stable (8 valence electrons for 2nd period)

can also be extended to 18 electrons

Bonding in chemical substances

Different types of bonding:

Ionic bond …………………(e.g. NaCl, CsI; MgO)

Covalent bond …………….(H2, HF, O2, S8)

Metallic bond …………. ….(e.g. Ag, Cu3Au; Pb)

Hydrogen bonds ………….(H2O)

van der Waals bonding  …(organic compounds, hydrocarbons) 

Bonding in chemical substances

strong

weak
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Bond energy: Is the energy that is released when a bond is formed

Dissociation energy: Is the energy necessary to break a bond

Ionic bonds                  400-700KJ/mol               NaCl, CsF, MgO (salts)

Covalent                      100-400KJ/mol               H2, HF, O2, S8 (molecules)

Metallic                        100-400KJ/mol              Ag, Cu3Au, Pb (metals)

Bond Energy

Bonding in chemical substances

Bond Type Examples

Ionic Bonding

An ion is an atom, or group of atoms, that has a net positive or negative 

charge. 

anion – ion with a negative charge. If a neutral atom gains one or 

more electrons it becomes an anion.

Na
11 protons

11 electrons
Na+ 11 protons

10 electrons

Cl
17 protons

17 electrons Cl-
17 protons

18 electrons

cation – ion with a positive charge. If a neutral atom loses one or more 

electrons it becomes a cation.
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ionic compounds

consist of a combination of cations and anions

the formula is usually the same as the empirical formula

the sum of the charges on the cation(s) and anion(s) in 

each formula unit must equal zero

Ionic Bonding
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Ionic Bonding

Formed between elements with a high difference of their electronegativity

Strong bond; the bonding is not directed in space (electrostatic bonding)

This type of bonding results in “infinite” aggregates built from cations and 

anions

The compounds form ionic lattices 

Substances with ionic lattices are called “salts”

Unit Cell

NaCl6 octahedron Cn (Na+)=6

ClNa6 octahedron Cn (Cl-)=6

Formation of a Covalent Bond between 
Two H Atoms
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Characteristics - Covalent Bonding:

2 or more valence electrons belong at the same time to the electron 

shell of different atoms. 

High probability that the bonding electrons are located between the two 

bonding partners. 

Different models to describe covalent bonds:

a) Lewis formula (Element symbols, dots, lines)

b) Valence bond model (orbitals, dots)

c) Molecular orbital model (Energy level diagrams, arrows)

Bonding in chemical substances

Lewis Formula

According to Lewis: At least two electrons are shared between two 

atoms. These atoms reach noble gas configuration. 

The electrons are symbolised by dots or a line (bond = 2 electrons) 

between the elements.

Further valence electrons which do not contribute to the bond remain 

as non-bonding “free” electrons next to the element symbol.

Helium Configuration

(1s2)

Neon Configuration

(1s2)(2s2)(2p6)

Bonding in chemical substances

Non-bonding electronsbonding electrons

Covalent Bonding
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Electron Pairs

bonding not bonding

Single Bond

Double Bond

Triple Bond

Lewis formula No. of Bonds

8-n bonds:

Atoms from the 2nd period of the Periodic Table can form a maximum of 

4 covalent bonds. 

…………… all neutral

Bonding in chemical substances Covalent Bonding

main group of periodic table
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Metallic Bonding: Formed by atoms with a low ionisation energy;

Characteristics: “Infinite” aggregates with highly flexible/moveable electrons 

delocalised over the whole metallic aggregate 

“electron gas”

Bonding: electrostatic attraction between electron gas and positively 

charged atom nuclei.

Properties: High electrical and thermal conductivity as a result of the 

highly moveable electrons.

Tendency:  “metallic 
character”

Bonding in chemical substances

Electronegativity (EN)

Related to the chemical bond: 

ability of an atom or molecule to attract electrons

If the difference of EN between atoms is very high, the electron will be 

transferred to one atom and an ionic bond will form. In a covalent 

bond, if one atom pulls slightly “harder” than the other, a polar covalent 

bond will form. 

Most important: Pauling scale (1932):

The most electronegative chemical element (fluorine) is given an 

electronegativity value of 3.98 (or in text books 4.0); Francium is the 

most electropositive atom and has a value of 0.7. The other elements 

have values in between. Hydrogen is arbitrarily assigned a value of 2.1 

or 2.2. 
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∆EN is the difference in electronegativity

between two atoms or elements. 

∆EN ≥ 1.7: often considered to be ionic bonds

∆EN = 1.7–0.4: often considered as  polar covalent

below 0.4–0: are considered as non-polar bondsLinus Pauling (1901–1994)

Electronegativity (EN)

Tendencies

But many exceptions !!!!

Electronegativity (EN)

often ionic compounds

often molecular
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Electronegativity (EN)
Polar Bonds:

H   Cl H     Cl

Hydration:

+ water

Weaker Bonds

Hydrogen bonding                   < 30                      HF; H2O; NH3; CH3CO2H

van der Waals < 3                        He, Ne, hydrocarbons

Interactions between positively and negatively polarised centres

Permanent dipoles (H-bond)

Interactions between temporary positively and 

negatively polarised centres

Induced dipoles (van der Waals bond)

Bonding in chemical substances

Type Bond Energy (KJ/mol)               Example


